
 
 
Sep 6, 2022 
INDICES (NASDAQ100, S&P500) + TODAY'S TOP TRADE (GBPUSD) 
NASDAQ100 (NQ) 
Nasdaq100 (NQ) is trying to halt its slide back towards its 2022 low, with bulls likely 
to get reprieve this week as most US traders return from the US Labour Day long 
weekend.  NQ is poised to break above downchannel resistance (on the 4hr chart) 
and claw back above upchannel support (on the daily chart).  Nevertheless, this 
week’s bounce is unlikely to reclaim the psychologically key 13k whole figure level or 
downtrend resistance (on the weekly chart).  More probable is a lower September 
high versus the August high, reinforcing the lower September low versus the August 
low.  Volatility will rise with today’s US ISM Services PMI at 10am EST, and US Fed 
Chairman Powell’s comments Thursday.  Watch as usual for any signs of escalation in 
the Ukraine-Russia conflict.  Congratulations to Premium Subscribers who benefited 
from the Jan 18, 2022 warning of the NQ keeling over on a monthly chart, the alert 
February 18th, 2020 one day before the record high in the S&P500, warning of a 
pending slide in the Nasdaq100 and from the March 24th, 2020 report highlighting 
the looming multiday to multiweek rebound in NQ.  Except for the daily MACD which 
still slopes down, the weekly, daily and 4hr RSI, Stochastics and MACD are bottomish.  
I am looking to enter short in the red zone (of the daily chart), targeting the green 
zone for Monday.  The amber/yellow zone is where I might place a stop if I was a 
swing trader (although in my personal account with which I seldom hold overnight I 
sometimes set my stops tighter).   
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Join the world's largest asset 
manager and 2 of the world's 
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largest) hedge funds by AUM 
as daily readers of Tradable 
Patterns' technical analysis.  
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S&P500 (ES) 
The S&P500 (ES) is trying to halt its slide back to its 2022 low, with the June to August 
Dead Cat bounce all but over regardless of this week’s rebound.  ES is likely though to 
break above the 4hr chart downchannel resistance which should coincide with a daily 
close above the psychologically key 4k whole figure level.  Odds are elevated for a 
lower September high versus the August high, reinforcing the lower September low 
versus the August low.  Volatility will rise with today’s US ISM Services PMI at 10am 
EST, and US Fed Chairman Powell’s comments Thursday.  Watch as usual for any signs 
of escalation in the Ukraine-Russia conflict.  Congratulations to paying subscribers 
who benefited from the February 18, 2020 analysis one day before the record high in 
the ES, warning of the pending slide in the S&P500.  Except for the daily MACD which 
still slopes down, the weekly, daily and 4hr RSI, Stochastics and MACD are bottomish.  
I am looking to enter short in the red zone (of the daily chart), targeting the green 
zone for Monday.  The amber/yellow zone is where I might place a stop if I was a 
swing trader (although in my personal account with which I seldom hold overnight I 
sometimes set my stops tighter).   
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GBPUSD 
The GBPUSD has surged roughly 150 pips from the low yesterday, and is trying to form 
a major bottom after nearly tagging the March 2020 low.  Odds are elevated for a 
daily close (in the next few days) above descending wedge resistance (on the daily 
chart), which dramatically increase the probability of a multi-week rally within the 
weekly chart downchannel towards its resistance just shy of the psychologically key 
1.20 whole figure level.  A catalyst for further upside could arrive following today’s US 
ISM Services PMI at 10am EST, and US Fed Chairman Powell’s comments Thursday.  
Watch as usual for any signs of escalation in the Ukraine-Russia conflict.  Except for 
the weekly MACD which still slopes down, the weekly, daily and 4hr RSI, Stochastics 
and MACD are bottomish, rallying or consolidating recent gains.  I am looking to go 
long in the green zone (of the daily chart), targeting the red zone for Monday.  The 
amber/yellow zone is where I might place a stop if I was a swing trader (although in 
my personal account with which I seldom hold overnight I sometimes set my stops 
tighter). 
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Write to info@tradablepatterns.com to learn about how Institutional/Accredited Investors 
can gain exposure to a Singapore (MAS)-regulated Multi-Strategy fund that provides access 
to: 

1) Neural network AI-based crypto exposure 
2) Deeply discounted listed tokens 
3) High growth Seed to Series B stage equity and convertible debt opportunities within 

tech (mostly blockchain/crypto-related) 
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4) Difficult to access Seed stage token rounds for blockchain/crypto startups w/ strong 
management teams and product-market fit 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Looking to launch a fund or a family office under a Singapore (MAS) regulated entity?  Give 

us a shout at info@tradablepatterns.com. 

 

 

Looking to minimize slippage on larger sized crypto trades 

through an OTC brokerage?  Write to 

info@tradablepatterns.com 
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Crypto Weekly Outlook offers technical Analysis for 10 coins from the top 50 in market cap 

that are most interesting for the coming week from a TA standpoint.  
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If you represent an institution and are interested in Fundamental analysis on ETHUSD, 

BTCUSD and on the industry, please write to info@tradablepatterns.com for the institutional 

edition available each last Sunday of each month.  

Sample from report (Nov 28, 2021) right before a deepening in the crypto market correction.  
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EQUITIES 

Latest trades published for Premium Members Aug 25th. 

Past Signals (from Jun '20 launch to Nov '20) 

 

Equities is an Entries/Exits service inspired by technical analysis on a collection of equities.  

 

I look to explore new long/short trade ideas on Equities with Premium Members with a 

target of 5 multi-week to multi-month swing trades each month. Premium Members also 

have access to monthly and weekly chart technical analysis for 5 Equity markets each 

Saturday. 
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Get your coffee today? You can now enjoy your brew with Coffee Daily - Tradable Patterns' 

Arabica and Robusta Coffee Futures technical analysis newsletter, published Monday to 

Friday before the London open. Write to info@tradablepatterns.com for pricing details and 

sample reports.  

https://bit.ly/3qykvai


For less experienced traders, tutorials and workshops are offered online and throughout 

Southeast Asia. 

 
Tradable Patterns content does not constitute an advisory and does not make recommendations, but can supplement 

your own analysis.  Please do your own due diligence ahead of any trades. 
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only and is not intended to constitute legal, tax, accounting or investment advice. 

The statements in this document shall not be considered as an objective or independent explanation of the matters. 

Please note that this document (a) has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote 

the independence of investment research, and (b) is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the 

dissemination or publication of investment research. 
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